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BATA INDIA LIMITED 

TRANSCRIPT OF THE 88TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF BATA INDIA LIMITED 

STARTED AT 1.30 P.M. IST ON THURSDAY, AUGUST 12, 2021 THROUGH VIDEO 

CONFERENCING / OAVM 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Good Afternoon everyone, I, Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary welcome you all to the 88th Annual 

General Meeting of Bata India Limited. I will take a few moments to explain the details about this meeting.  

In view of the threats posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs vide its General 

Circulars No. 14/2020, No. 17/2020, No. 2[0] and No. 02 of 2021 dated 8th April,  13th April, 5th May, 2020 

and 13th January, 2021 read with the SEBI Circulars No. 2020/79 and 2021/11 dated May 12, 2020 and 

January 15, 2021 respectively, has allowed companies to conduct their Annual General Meetings through 

Video Conferencing or Other Audio Visual Means, thereby, dispensing with requirements of physical 

presence of the members at their Annual General Meetings and accordingly, this Annual General Meeting, 

that is, the 88th Annual General Meeting of Bata India Limited is being held through Video conferencing 

or OAVM in compliance with the said circulars and the relevant provisions of the Companies Act (as 

amended) and Rules made thereunder and also in compliance with the SEBI (Listing Obligations and 

Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (as amended). Members attending this meeting through VC 

or OAVM shall be counted for the purpose of quorum under the Act. The quorum is already present. This 

meeting is also being recorded.  

Facility to join this meeting through VC or OAVM is made available on First Come First Service basis for 

the shareholders.  

All members are kept on mute by default, to avoid any background noise and to ensure smooth and seamless 

conduct of the meeting.  
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Once the Question-Answer session starts, names of the Shareholders shall be announced who have 

registered themselves as Speakers and to enable them to speak at the meeting, they will be unmuted. In 

accordance with the Notes forming part of the AGM Notice, the Chairman of the Meeting and / or the 

Company reserves the right to restrict the number of questions, time allotted and the number of speakers to 

ensure smooth conduct of the AGM. Accordingly, the number of speakers and time allotted for each speaker 

has been restricted. Since we have received large number of requests for participation as speakers, we have 

restricted the number to speakers to 15 and 3 minutes shall be allotted to each speaker. Post that, speaker 

will automatically be muted and the next speaker will be called upon. Speakers have been selected 

considering representation of different geographies and diverse categories. The said criteria shall be used 

to call upon the registered speaker to speak. Speakers who do not get a chance to speak due to connectivity 

issues, background noise or time constraints may send their queries at share.dept@bata.com and shall be 

suitably replied.  

To start speaking, Shareholders are requested to click on the video button. However, if for any reason they 

are unable to connect through video, they can speak through audio mode.  

The Shareholders who already have sent their questions well in advance through e-mail will, upon 

consideration of relevancy of the questions will also be responded during the AGM.  

For a better audio-visual experience, Shareholders are requested to ensure the following:  

• They should use active Speaker view which is on the top right-hand corner.  

• Ensure no background application or no other application is running on the background.  

• Ensure that the Wi-Fi is connected and no other device is running on that Wi-Fi. 

• If they find any issue, please contact at the phone numbers given on the AGM Notice.  
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The Register of Directors, KMP and their shareholding maintained under Section 170 of the Act and the 

Register of Contracts or Arrangements in which Directors are interested, maintained under Section 189 of 

the Act are made available for inspection upon login into the NSDL e-Voting system.  

The deemed venue for this Meeting shall be the Registered Office of the Company.  

In terms of the Articles of Association, I request Mr. Ashwani Windlass, our Chairman of the Board to take 

the chair and to proceed with the meeting. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Thank you, (Mr.) Nitin! 

Good Afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen!!  

I am delighted to welcome you to the 88th Annual General Meeting of Bata India Limited, which is second 

meeting in a row, being held through audio visual means, due to the continuing pandemic. Thank you for 

your presence today. The requisite quorum is present at this AGM and I declare the meeting to order.  

Let me first introduce my colleagues on the Board who are joining us from various locations. 

I will start with those present with me here. I am delighted to welcome Mr. Gunjan Shah, who has joined 

us as Whole-time Director and Chief Executive Officer and soon to be the new Managing Director of the 

Company. Mr. Shah brings with him a deep understanding of consumer complexities and markets with a 

very rich background.  

With him, a new team of Executive Directors has joined, Ms. Vidhya Srinivasan who has joined as new 

Director (Finance) and CFO and Ms. Kanchan Chehal, who would join us as Director HR and CHRO and 

she comes on the Board of the Company effective August 16. I am sure the new team will make their own 

mark in your Company’s continuing and very ambitious journey. A very warm welcome to all of them.  

Mr. Gunjan Shah, CEO & WTD: Good afternoon  
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Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

I take this opportunity once again to congratulate our outgoing CEO, Mr. Sandeep Kataria who has since 

taken over as Bata’s Global CEO. Mr. Kataria made a splendid contribution to the Company in both brand 

building and retail in particular. Mr. Sandeep Kataria, who joins us from Lausanne today in Switzerland 

and we shall have the advantage later today of his insights about the global recovery, courtesy the pandemic. 

I also thank Mr. Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, who joins us from his home at Gurgaon, who has been the 

Managing Director since 2011 and who is now taking over as President of Bata’s Asia Pacific Region. Mr. 

Gopalakrishnan made an immense contribution to the Company particularly goes pulling the Company out 

of difficult phase, as you all know that in the first decade the Company went through some turbulent times 

and putting it back on the path to progress. Mr. Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, as I said joins us from his residence 

in Gurgaon. 

I wish Mr. Kataria and Mr. Gopalakrishnan, both very best, they are in the global Bata system, in their new 

assignments.  

I now have pleasure to introduce Mr. Ashok Kumar Barat, Independent Director and Chairman of Audit 

Committee, who joins us from his residence in Mumbai.   

I also have my pleasure to introduce Mr. Ravindra Dhariwal, Independent Director and Chairman of 

Nomination & Remuneration Committee, who joins us from his residence in New Delhi.  

Mr. Alberto Toni, Non-Executive Director and Chairman of Stakeholders’ Relationship Committee joins 

us from Lausanne. Mr. Shaibal Sinha, Non-Executive Director, joins us from Singapore. I may just add that 

he is an old hand at Bata India who served on the Board earlier and he has come on the Board recently, so, 

that’s Mr. Sinha joining us from Singapore. Ms. Radha Rajappa, Independent Director, joins us from her 

residence in Bangalore. She has also recently joined the Board and she is a technology expert and will guide 

and mentor the Company’s Technology plans.      
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Mr. Akshay Chudasama, Independent Director, Chairman of Risk & Compliance Management Committee 

joins us from Mumbai. I would like to mention that the representative(s) of M/s. B S R & Co. LLP, the 

Auditors of your Company, are present in this meeting. I would also like to mention that Mr. Pawan Kumar 

Sarawagi, Secretarial Auditor of your Company, is also present. 

This Meeting is duly constituted in accordance with the Companies Act, 2013, other applicable laws and 

the Articles of Association of the Company. All feasible efforts under the present circumstances have 

indeed been made so as to enable you to participate and vote on the items being considered in this meeting.  

The Notice convening the 88th Annual General Meeting along with Annual Report 2020-21 of your 

Company was sent to you through e-mail in terms of the said MCA and SEBI Circulars. The Notice and 

Annual Report were also available on the websites of NSE and BSE. With your permission, I take the 

Notice convening this Meeting as read. All documents as stated in the Notice and the Explanatory Statement 

thereto are available for inspection during the continuance of this meeting in the NSDL e-voting System 

itself. Shareholders can inspect the same in electronic mode only, by following the instructions given in the 

Notice.  

There is no qualification, observation or comment or other remarks made by the Auditors in their Report 

on the Financial Statements (both Standalone and Consolidated) or by the Secretarial Auditor in his 

Secretarial Audit Report for the financial year ended March 31, 2021 which may have any adverse effect 

on the functioning of the Company.  

Hence, the Auditors’ Report on the Financial Statements and Secretarial Audit Report are not required to 

be read at this meeting.  

I would now like to say a few words on this occasion. 

So, Dear Shareholders, 

I, along with my fellow Board members, welcome you to this 88th AGM of Bata India Limited.  
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I begin with expressing our sincere prayers for the families, including those of our deceased employees, 

who have suffered loss of a loved one due to the pandemic and those still battling the infection.  

Bata Shoe Organisation, the founder and parent entity, has been guided by a strong set of beliefs right from 

the time it was founded in 1894. It has navigated and weathered the World’s biggest crisis, including Great 

Depression and two World Wars in its journey of 127 years. As a Group, we have always strived ahead 

with passion in face of disasters and emerged victorious with our resilience, adaptability, and proactive 

approach.  

Past 16 months have tested human capabilities like never before. At Bata India, this period has once again 

proved the strengths that all our stakeholders bring to us - be it employees, vendors, customers and of 

course, you, our shareholders.  

India experienced as you all know one of the strictest lockdowns towards the end of March 2020, and all 

our stores, factories and offices were shut for close to two months. We quickly adapted, re-oriented and re-

calibrated our resources towards devising a comprehensive strategy for the future. New ways of working 

were adopted with digital applications, online trainings, and innovative solutions to ensure business 

continuity. 

Your Company’s first and foremost priority remained the safety, health and well-being of its employees.   

Notwithstanding the adversity, we firmly steered the business forward. This was made possible due to hard 

work and commitment of the entire team. A quick response ensured Bata Stores were among the first to 

reopen as the lockdown was lifted with strict safety protocols. 

Our resilience brought about strong recovery witnessed during the December- March quarter. But the 

second wave shook the country even harder in 2nd quarter this year, bringing back the lockdowns and even 

more restrained customer footfalls. Expectedly, revenues for the last financial year and in first quarter this 

year remained subdued due to marked decline in market demands.  
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Our Key Focus Areas - So, the pandemic has changed the consumer sentiments and the behaviour in 

multiple ways with new norms, new customer needs and a new work environment and its challenges. 

Given the social distancing norms, shift to work-from-home and avoidance of social gatherings, there has 

been an adverse impact on lifestyle products. Accordingly, during the year 2020-21, we focused on four 

major areas – Product Innovation, Channel Innovation, Customer Care Initiatives and Marketing 

Campaigns.  

Besides these, your Company maintained focus on getting back on its recovery of sales through its outlets, 

E- commerce platforms and hyper local channels like Bata Chat Shop and Bata Stores-on-Wheels and also 

on cost optimisation. We invested in new technologies in various areas like ticketing solutions, contact 

centre partnerships, e-commerce related processes to improve customer experience and satisfaction. 

Bata’s innovative business strategy continued to evolve the product offerings to address the changing 

consumer needs for casual and active wear. Your Company also brought about new focus on franchise and 

omni channels for distribution. Your Company rolled out especially curated collections like Work-From-

Home range, Easy Wash Collection and Fitness at Home Collection. Our vision remains digitalisation of 

both consumer facing and supporting processes to further foster consumer centricity. 

More details about this will follow in the CEO’s presentation. 

Financial Performance - I am sure you have had a chance to review the performance of the Company from 

Annual Report and I take it as read. 

Statutory Agenda - All details regarding the statutory agenda concerning the Adoption of Audited Accounts 

and the Reports of Board of Directors, declaration of Dividend, appointment and re-appointment of 

directors, alteration in the Articles of Association etc. are already with you. I take them as read. 
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Outlook - Your Company continues to evolve its long-term strategies to sustain growth. I am pleased to 

share with you, your Company has achieved nearly 100% vaccination of the first dose and the second 

should be completed by end of this quarter. 

There are signs of faster recovery as the second lockdown is being lifted. Reopening of economy with mass 

vaccination drive strengthens our hopes for revival and speedy recovery. 

CSR - Your Company has completed donation of nearly 2 lakh pairs of footwear to assist the healthcare 

workers and frontline fighters in the fight against the Covid-19. This constitutes a significant part of BSO’s 

worldwide commitment to donate 1 million pairs. 

Closing Remarks - I am confident that the management, under the able guidance and support of your Board 

of Directors and Bata Shoe Organisation, shall be able to successfully navigate Bata India through its, 

current tough times.  

I would also like to acknowledge and express my profound appreciation for the continuous efforts of all 

employees and their untiring and unflinching commitment to achieve the organisational goals.  

I am also thankful to you all for your support and love you have bestowed on the Company. 

Thank you. Stay safe and stay well! 

May I now request Mr.  Sandeep Kataria, who is our global CEO, we thought it will nice to have his share, 

his stake on how he sees the Global recovery given the pandemic and thereafter we will have a presentation 

by Mr. Gunjan Shah, our new CEO on the Company’s plans moving forward. 

Mr. Kataria if I can request you to speak a few words please. 

Mr. Sandeep Kataria, CEO & WTD: Thank you, Mr. Windlass! 

Namaste and wish everybody who's joined in today, the very best of health and hope you stay safe through 

these challenging times. As Mr. Windlass says Bata Shoe Organization has navigated and weathered the 

world's biggest crisis, including two World Wars, The Spanish Flu Pandemic and The Great Depression in 
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our history of hundred and twenty-seven years. We've all through being guided by a strong set of beliefs 

and values, right from the time it was founded in 1894. Always trying to exceed our customers’ expectations 

and importantly, play our role in our communities.  

As a group we have always strived ahead with passion in face of disasters and emerged victorious with the 

resilience, adaptability and proactive approach. In this crisis as well, we've approached it in a similar manner 

trying to play our role in our communities, including wherever opportunity, has risen to give back to our 

communities.  

Your Company, in India has been a shining light in this front as well, reaching out to our communities, 

helping the medical staff, helping the police community, with donating shoes, with providing personal 

safety equipment, etc. They've played a big role and continue to be a shining light for the Bata world.  

The current situation as we, as I see it across the world continues to be very volatile with almost all countries 

going through their second and in some cases, the third wave of the pandemic of the infection.  

Looking forward it does give me great hope as we see the vaccinations rollout in many countries. In Europe, 

the rollout of vaccinations, which has now in many countries gone beyond the 50% mark is showing us that 

there is an end to the crisis and as the vaccinations go up the normalcy starts to return. We are now beginning 

to understand what new normalcy feels like in Europe. And I feel very confident that with all the new 

technology that we have invested in the “New Normal”, we are ready for it with all the omni-channel 

capability that your Company has also acquired over the last few years.  

Having said that, the pandemic is not yet behind us and we need to all stay focused on ensuring the rollout 

of vaccines around the world. And in fact, do our little bit in ensuring that the vaccinations happen in all 

countries across the world. Till that happens, we are not safe in any part of the world.  

If something, one thing this whole pandemic has shown us is that the world is now indeed a very small 

family and an infection in any one part can quickly spread across the world. And hence, we should make 

sure as a world that we are moving towards vaccination in every single country.  
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India, of course has played a significant role in this vaccination process by being quite literally the factory 

for the vaccinations of the world.  

With this, I want to wish (Mr.) Gunjan and the team in India, the very best for the year ahead and make 

sure and making sure that as we move forward, we are able to recover fully and ensuring that they can take 

the Company to even greater heights. I have full confidence in the team and can we also reassure you that 

Bata India will continue to be for us the leading light in the Bata world. Thank you and again, wishing you 

the very best of health and take care.  

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Thank you, Mr. Kataria.  

May I now request Mr. Gunjan Shah, to make a brief presentation on Company’s business plans. 

Mr. Gunjan Shah, CEO & WTD: 

Thank you, Mr. Windlass and thank you, (Mr.) Sandeep, for your wishes. 

First and foremost, let me express my gratitude to the Board of Directors, the Bata Group and all of you 

shareholders for giving me the privilege of, you know, taking this position and being a CEO of this marquee 

Company, which has got legacy running back decades in fact more than a hundred years. I am simply 

humbled that I have this opportunity for the first time addressing all of you. So with that, I will try and 

move into the presentation. Can we have the slides up? 

So, what you see here is covering the year 2021. Right. And the way you will see the presentation pan out 

over the next few minutes is a tale of two halves. Right. As we saw in our own lives. Right, as the pandemic 

struck right at the start of this year, you know as we entered this year in April 1st, 2020. Right. 

With that, I think a few highlights of your beloved Company, someone's got to move the slides. Yeah. 

Okay. I think you all are aware of this. Right. We were established in India 1931, Right, worldwide we go 

back even longer, last year, while it has been subdued, we still managed to sell almost multiple crores. 32 
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million pairs of footwear was (were) sold. We still remain and will remain the largest footwear retail brand 

in India. 

We've got 1500 plus exclusive stores of Bata, and we do serve 100 plus 100,000 plus customers daily. And 

we have expanded our presence to almost 800 plus towns and progressing further.  

The key highlights of what we managed to shift the needle despite the troubles that we had during this 

pandemic, we still managed to open almost 82 new stores. We were admired for being the, you know, the 

path breaker in terms of the Omni Channel concept, (right), which (Mr.) Ashwani as well as (Mr.) Sandeep 

talked about. I have talked about 800 plus towns now Omni Channel and therefore home delivery is 

available in almost 1200 plus stores, 80% of our footprint. And I think Digital, which is the new way of 

life, has seen almost tripling of sales in this period that we have gone by. So, as I said, it was a tale of two 

halves in this year that went by. The first half that you see on the left side was primarily focused towards 

first and foremost gathering the stock of where we stand, especially with employees, customers and our 

stores, trying to make sure that we get our bootstraps as well as operations, backup and running, making 

sure that the center of this is safety for our employees and customers, making sure that we are set stage as 

the economy open towards the latter part of the first half. Right. That we've got our operating model 

digitization as well as cost optimization as, you know, as a focus for us as we go forward. And the second 

half, as you will see in this presentation, going forward is where we saw business recovery. We saw a strong 

bounce back. We also saw a certain amount of agility in terms of the way we went about modifying a 

business model, as well as the kind of portfolio that we offer to the changing consumer needs and a little 

more of that in the subsequent slides. 

So, the first half, as I said, I think there was some big changes that we saw from a consumer point of view. 

There was a certain amount of increase, definitely in terms of health, consciousness and fitness that does 

impact in terms of the kind of portfolio that the consumer is looking for, from a footwear and apparel point 

of view, there is definitely in continuation of that a casualization of footwear, which trend continues and 
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will accelerate going forward. Work from home was definitely a way of life as offices shut, and I think 

there was definitely a significant digitization in a certain strata of society which you know tremendously 

accelerated during this period. Along with that, there was definitely some amount of economic impact, lot 

of people lost jobs, etc. and that did impact people's ability and discretionary spends as well as their ability 

to look at price economy. As I said, I think the first and foremost priority for your Company was to make 

sure that, you know, our employees and our partners were safe while we started, you know, restarted our 

operations after the hiatus of the first lockdown. And I think we had a very strong Covid-risk management 

plan. There was a training module that was set up for all our operating units, whether it's stores, whether 

it's factories, whether our warehouses and our supply chains, including our partners. And in the center of 

all of this was ensuring a safer working environment for our employees, because if employees are safe, then 

the Company is safe. For taking this further, I think there was a lot of leverage of technology that we 

employed throughout the organization, Right. Online and digitization became a byword, Right. Things that 

were hitherto or not thought of suddenly became online and possible. So work from home suddenly became 

enabled all across. And we saw that many of our processes and operations became seamless with 

digitalization. Customer safety became a very key word as we opened our stores and as was talked about, 

we were one of the first to open stores and also a lot of our trading went online where we were trying to 

make sure that the employees during lockdown were getting trained and ready for as and when the 

operations opened up. We also, as I think (Mr.) Sandeep touched upon very strongly, is the Bata values of 

making sure that communities are carried along as we progress as a Company and this was a prime example 

and obviously an area of focus during this period of pandemic. There were communities that were distressed 

enormously, and I think Bata tried to do its bit.  

Chairman talked about, basically that we donated almost two lack pairs of shoes. But besides that, I think 

a cornerstone of our corporate social program has been “Bata Children Program” and we took to that even 

more vigorously during this period. We also see out here a support program for girls especially in online 

education.  
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Amongst themselves: (Someone needs to press that. Okay, do that. Otherwise the TV will go off. 

Go. Yeah. Sorry. Just a few seconds. They see the presentation? Yes Yes. Okay. Okay) 

So, moving on to second half right of the year that went by, and I think that showed, that showed the 

resilience as well as the proactive approach in terms of trying to ramp up the business back again. I think 

one of the first things that we did, I hope the slides are moving. Right. One of the first things that we did 

was making sure that our portfolio was now moving towards what the consumers were looking for, which 

was, as I spoke earlier, work from home, offices shut. Therefore, there was a distinct shift from formal to 

casualization, and our portfolio ramped up dramatically, as you can see in the slide and in our stores and 

that's a work in progress. We continue pushing ahead on this agenda more, about this down the line. We 

also looked at basically flexibility in our business models, Right, and franchise operations did ramp up, 

especially in the second half, with. You know, adding almost 64 franchise stores despite the disruption in a 

significant part of the period, as you can see in the curve. And now we are at almost 234 stores as we enter 

this year in franchise operations alone.  

We also drove significantly the digital footprint of Bata, your Company, Right. As I said, we tripled our 

sales in terms of digital commerce, and that gave us a significant amount of traction Right. So various 

leavers were applied it was not only the online platforms as you can see in the first block, we widened our 

portfolio there, we did bring in better efficiencies and better customer service. We also expanded the entire 

concept of Omni Channel and home delivery from a store footprint, which remains a strength and a 

cornerstone of what Bata is in India and also revamp the entire Bata.in, which is an electronic store concept, 

and that has given us something that is even wider range of products as well as better service and wider 

service to almost 21,000 Pin codes across the length breadth of the Country. 

This digitization was not only limited to consumers but also embedded within various other concepts that 

we did, which was enabling new channels and leverage the footprint that we have. So we opened something 

called “Bata Chat Shop”, where consumers can interact and place orders over the social media channels 
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Right. We setup “Stores on Wheels”, which were movable stores that was set up in various population 

clusters and residents and societies. Right. And also, we opened something called an “Endless Aisle”, so 

while a store can offer a certain range of products, but the entire portfolio of Bata is also made available to 

a consumer in our store, and therefore the choice “endlessly” literally. We also took the distribution business 

of ours to a very different level. We opened almost 100 new towns, Right.  during the year despite the 

disruption that we had in the initial part, we also brought about a significant presence and inroads into the 

safety shoes business, which Bata proudly dominates and meets and can see a lot of potential going forward.  

Along with this. I think in the second half, we also brought back the entire consumer investments, whether 

it is inside our stores or whether it is to various other mediums, including the television and various 

campaigns that we did right from “Kickout of 2020”, the Sneaker range in “Hush Puppies”, the fashion 

collection that we brought out under “Marie Claire”, as well as the “Relaxed Workwear” that the Chairman 

talked about a few minutes back. All of these campaigns were brought in a second half. Coupled with this, 

I think, I am proud to state that your organization, the employees, took a concerted drive and basically 

ensured that all the employees of the organization and partners working with us are almost 100% vaccinated 

for the first dose, it's been a steep ramp up ever since vaccination drive has been started by a Government 

of India, and I think that's our commitment to ensuring that our employees are at the center of what we do 

in your Company. Objective as was stated earlier, is to make sure that even the second dose and therefore 

full vaccination is completed as soon as possible, preferably by the end of this quarter.  

We also simultaneously scaled up a support to communities, so the work that we started in the first half 

continued with full gusto in the second half. As you can see, we've contributed to various organizations, 

whether it's health care workers, whether it's, you know, essential and emergency workers from the 

government, as well as basically making sure that there was CSR activities driven by our frontline across 

various localities that they work in. So that work continued in the second half and that simultaneously was 

supported by our initiatives for our employees and their extended families, making sure that not only that 

we provided them back up and support during these tough times where many of us and our employees went 
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through some difficult personal times in these waves, but also ensuring that there was provided sufficient 

tools to work from home productively, as well as ensuring that their health was well taken care of.  

During this year yeah. During this year, we also saw your Company achieve many landmarks and awards, 

and as you can see, that they expand across various facets of the Company's operations, whether it's in terms 

of our supply chain or cost competitiveness, HR practices, innovation in the front end whether it's customers 

as well as in terms of channels. 

Lastly, as you can see in the bar graph that you can see the grey bar talks about the revenues in the top line, 

and the yellow bar talks about the bottom line. You did see that from March 2020, we did see a subdued 

first quarter significantly down when the lockdown was implemented. But then you see the steep ramp up 

in the second half of this year, which I just talked about, accompanied by significant recovery in terms of 

profitability also.  

That brings me to the last slide, which is the levers that we plan to and your company plans to push ahead 

on to make sure you know that we achieve the aspirations of all of us collectively is basically going to be 

around these levers that have been put up on the slide. What you see is that you will see a continuous drive 

towards portfolio evolution, making sure that we keep pace and stay ahead of what the consumer needs and 

demands with the changing environment. What you also will see an accelerated expansion in terms of a 

franchise and distribution business models. We will see a significant investment and continuation of the 

explosion that we've already seen in our digital commerce. 

We will want to make sure that we bring back marketing investments and making sure that the journey that 

Bata has been doing in terms of making it younger and attractive to youth continues. This is backed by a 

very agile and efficient supply chain, as well as making sure that in these dynamic environments, we stay 

nimble in terms of our business model as well as cost. At the center, at the heart of all this is going to be 

ensuring that we keep improving upon our talent, our processes, as well as the technology and the platform 

that will enable all of these drivers going forward.  
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With that, I'll leave you with a quote of our founder, which is “Courage is a half way to success”.  

Thank you very much for this opportunity. Thank you! 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Thank you, (Mr.) Gunjan! 

We are now going to start with the formal part of the agenda. And after the, I take up the items, the selected 

speakers can express their views and ask questions.  

The first item of business relates to Adoption of Audited Financial Statements (both Standalone and 

Consolidated) of the Company for the financial year ended March 31, 2021 together with the reports of the 

board of directors and the auditors thereon.  

The objective of this item is to comply with the requirements of the Companies Act, 2013 

The second item of business relates to declaration of dividend. Your Board has recommended a Dividend 

of Rs. 4/- per Equity Share of Rs. 5/- each (that is 80%) for the financial year ended March 31, 2021 and 

be paid out of profits of the previous financial years to those Members whose names appeared in the 

Register of Members as on August 5, 2021 after giving effect to the valid requests for transfers and 

transmissions of shares received till the close of business hours on August 5, 2021 in case of shares held in 

physical mode or to those ‘beneficial owners’ whose names appeared on the statements of beneficial 

ownership furnished by NSDL and CDSL at the close of business hours on August 5, 2021 in case of shares 

held in electronic mode, subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013, read with the Rules framed 

thereunder, as applicable. The said dividend shall be paid by the Company within 30 days from the date of 

declaration thereof.  

The objective of this Resolution is to declare a dividend for the financial year 2020-21.  

The next item of business relates to re-appointment of Mr. Alberto Toni who retires by rotation and being 

eligible offers himself for re-appointment.  
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Information as required under the SEBI Listing Regulations and the Secretarial Standard on General 

Meetings in respect of his re-appointment has been provided in the AGM Notice.  

The objective of this Resolution is to comply with the requirements of Section 152 of the Companies Act, 

2013. This item has no financial implication on the Company.  

Now, we move to the special businesses of this AGM as detailed in the AGM Notice. 

The fourth item of business relates to the appointment of Ms. Vidhya Srinivasan as a Director, liable to 

retire by rotation. The Board has approved the same at its meeting held on June 9, 2021 and recommends 

the said appointment.  

The purpose of this Resolution is to appoint Ms. Vidhya Srinivasan as a Director pursuant to the Notices 

received under Section 160 of the Companies Act, 2013 and the implication of this Resolution is further 

explained in the Notice of the AGM.  

The fifth item of business relates to the appointment of Ms. Vidhya Srinivasan as a Whole-time Director 

and fixing her remuneration. Ms. Vidhya Srinivasan is appointed as a Director Finance and CFO w.e.f. June 

9, 2021 at the remuneration as given in the Notice convening this AGM and the statement thereto. The 

Board has approved the same at its meeting held on June 9, 2021 and recommends the said appointment 

and remuneration.  

This resolution is proposed in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Act and Schedule V thereto, 

rules made thereunder and the SEBI Listing Regulations. The objective of this Resolution is further 

explained in the AGM Notice. Except as stated in the AGM Notice, there is no financial implication on the 

Company. 

The sixth item of business relates to the appointment of Mr. Gunjan Shah as Director, liable to retire by 

rotation. The Board has approved the same at its meeting held on May 14, 2021 and recommends the said 

appointment.  
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The purpose of this Resolution is to appoint Mr. Gunjan Shah as a Director pursuant to the Notices received 

under Section 160 of the Companies Act, 2013 and implication of this Resolution is further explained in 

the Notice of the AGM.  

The seventh item of business relates to the appointment of Mr. Gunjan Shah as a Whole-time Director and 

fixing his remuneration. Mr. Gunjan Shah is appointed as a Whole-time Director and CEO w.e.f. June 21, 

2021 at the remuneration as given in the Notice convening this AGM and the statement thereto. The Board 

has approved the same at its meeting held on May 14, 2021 and recommends the said appointment and 

remuneration.  

This resolution is proposed in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Act and Schedule V thereto, 

the rules made thereunder and the SEBI Listing Regulations. The objective of this Resolution is further 

explained in the AGM Notice. Except as stated in the AGM Notice, there is no financial implication on the 

Company.  

The eighth item of business relates to appointment of Ms. Radha Rajappa as an Independent Director of the 

Company w.e.f. June 9, 2021. Considering the knowledge and experience in the domain of technology, Ms. 

Rajappa is appointed as an Independent Director of the Company. The Board has approved the same at its 

meeting held on June 9, 2021 and thereby recommends the said appointment.  

This resolution is proposed in accordance with the Sections 149, 152 and other applicable provisions of the 

Act and Schedule IV thereto, the rules made thereunder and the SEBI Listing Regulations. The objective 

of this Resolution is further explained in the AGM Notice. Except as stated in the AGM Notice, there is no 

financial implication on the Company.  

Information as required under the SEBI Listing Regulations and the Secretarial Standard on General 

Meetings with respect to the above special businesses pertaining to the aforesaid appointments, re-

appointment and fixation of remuneration thereof has been provided in the AGM Notice.”  
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Ladies and Gentlemen, as Non-Executive Directors including Independent Directors are deemed to be 

interested in the next two items, I request Mr. Gunjan Shah to take the chair for the same.  

Mr. Gunjan Shah, CEO & WTD: 

Thank you, Mr. Windlass. Good Afternoon everyone,  

The ninth item in continuation of business relates to the alteration of Article 83 in the Articles of Association 

in terms of Section 14 and other applicable provisions of the Companies Act, 2013. The Board has approved 

the same at its meeting held on June 9, 2021 and thereby recommends the said alteration.  

The resolution is proposed in order to enable the Company to pay remuneration to the Non-Executive 

Directors including Independent Directors, in case of inadequate profits or no profits in terms of the 

amendments introduced by the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020. The objective and implication is 

further given in the AGM Notice.  

Item No. 10th to continue. 

Tenth and the last item of business relates to the payment of remuneration to Non-Executive Directors 

(including Independent Directors) of the Company in terms of the amendments introduced by the 

Companies (Amendment) Act, 2020, Section 197(3) read with the Schedule V thereto and proviso to 

Section 149(9) of the Companies Act, 2013 (as amended), which now allows companies to pay, in 

accordance with the Schedule V, to its non-executive directors (including independent directors) 

remuneration in addition to the sitting fees / reimbursement of expenses (if any) for attending the meetings 

of the Board or Committees thereof, in case of loss or inadequacy of profits.  

Furthermore, having regard to the view that the non-executive directors, including independent directors, 

devote their valuable time, bring an objective view with an independent judgement and have diversified 

experience to give critical advice to your Company, they should be appropriately compensated for the same 
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both in case of inadequacy of profits or losses as well. The Board has approved the same at its meeting held 

on June 9, 2021 and therefore, recommends the said resolution.  

Except as stated in the AGM Notice, there is no financial implication on the Company.  

Information as required under the Companies Act, 2013 and the Secretarial Standard on General Meetings 

with respect to the above special businesses pertaining to the aforesaid fixation and/or variation of 

remuneration thereof has been provided in the AGM Notice. 

With this, I now request the Chairman to take over the Chair and continue to proceed with the meeting. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Thank you (Mr.) Gunjan. I now invite the speakers to put forth their queries and suggestions. I would 

request the speakers to be precise. Please do not repeat the queries already asked by other fellow Members. 

We shall be happy to answer your questions or provide clarifications after all the questions have been asked. 

It has been our endeavor as in past, any question which comes otherwise which is we are not able to attend 

to at this moment because of time limitation, we shall be happy to respond via email subsequently. Thank 

you! 

(Mr.) Nitin with that can we start please. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Thank you, Thank you Chairman! 

I will unmute the relevant Speakers in the order as previously explained. 

Ms. Lekha Shah, you are online. She's joining from Mumbai. Welcome, please ask your question.  

Speaker 1- Ms. Lekha Satish Shah: 

Hello. Hello. Can you hear me Sir? 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 
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Yes, please. Go ahead. 

Speaker 1- Ms. Lekha Satish Shah: 

Thank you, Sir, respected Chairman Sir, Board of Directors and my fellow members. Good afternoon to all 

of you, myself Lekha Shah from Mumbai. First of all, I am very much thankful to our Company Secretary 

Mr. Nitin ji and his team, especially Puja Ma’am for sending very good individual services and also sending 

me the AGM Notice by email well in time in such a difficult situation, which is full of knowledge that can 

be case in place. So, I am very grateful to our Company Secretary Mr. Nitin ji and Puja ma’am.  

Sir, I am happy to see all the good deeds you have done during this tough time. I pray to God that he always 

showers his blessing upon you. Thank you, Chairman Sir and Sandeep ji and Gunjan ji for explaining us 

about the Company. Sir, I am confident that with your vision and determination you will lead our Company 

to greater height and also, I pray to God, our Company should progress more and more under you and your 

teams work. I would like to thank to all personnel of Company for receiving awards and recognition by our 

various plant during this year 2021. And also I am happy the Company is doing very well, the field of CSR 

activities. Sir, I would like to ask some questions. My first question is, how is the Company preparing itself 

in a post COVID world? My second question is, what are the learning from the lockdown and how is the 

Company implementing those learning? My third question is, how many of our employees are affected by 

Covid-19? My fourth question is, what is the road map for the next two years? So, I would like to say, I 

strongly propose all the resolution first today's meeting and my best wishes always our Company and its 

prosperity. Thank you, sir.  

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Thank you, please proceed with next one. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: Thank you! 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: Next 
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Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: Mr. Santosh Saraf, you are online. He is joining us from Kolkata. 

Thank you for your patience.  

Speaker 2- Mr. Santosh Kumar Saraf: Namaskar.  

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

We can hear you sir. Please go on.  

Speaker 2- Mr. Santosh Kumar Saraf: 

Adarniya Sabhpatiji, upasthit sadasygan or mere shareholder bhaiyon aur beheno. Mai Santosh Kumar 

Saraf Kolkata se bol raha hu Sir. Sarwapratham aap sabhi ko mera namaskar Sir. Sir, Aaj video 

conferencing se mil rahe hai boke ke apko mai fulo ka guldasta nahi de saka Sir. Sir,  apse mafi mangate 

hue mai apna fool ka guldasta yahi se de rahahu isko aap accept manihiyega Sir. (Mr. Ashwani Windlass, 

Chairman, replied- bahut bahut Sukriya). Sir apke bagal mai Vidhya Ma’am bhi baithi hui hai, unke liye 

bhi ek fool ka guldasta mera hai, unka swagat karta hu mai Bata meeting ke andar mai Sir. Sir ab humare 

jitne bhi Director(s) hai, jitane bhi humare adhikarigun hai, humare jitane bhi employees hai, jitne bhi 

shareholder(s) bhai aur behene hai, main unke aur unke pariwar se, asha karta hu unka aur unka pariwar 

is Covid ke andar mai surakshit aur swasthya hoga Sir. Aur Sir mai un bhaiyo or behno ke prati apni 

Samvedna prakat karna chahunga joh is Covid ke andar me ya toh hume chor ke chale gaye ya unke kisi 

apne ko, kisi apne to chor diya unke prati samvendna prakat karta hu aur bhagwan se prathana karta hu 

Sir ki unke aatma ko shanti de aur unke pariwar ko himmat de jisse who is dukh bhari ghadi me ubhar kar 

samane aye Sir. Ek Sir mai apne Management ka dhanyawad dena chahuga,ke unhone jo 80% ka dividend 

announce kiya hai, is Covid ke samaya mai, bahut acha dividend announce kiya hai, iske liye mai bahut 

bahut dhanyawad dena chauga. Aur mai yeh kahuga, jo he humare Secretary sahib hai, inko mai bahut 

dhaniyawad dena chahuga, ek toh yeh bahut mridubhashi hai Sir aur bahut achche hai Sir. Sabse bada 

mujhe tab acha laga tha Sir jab Covid ka jab position chal raha tha, tab unhone mujhe phone kiya ki Saraf 
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ji aap kaise ha,  apki family kaisi hai, apko kisi tarah ki sahayata ki zarurat ho toh hume batay, hum apke 

sath khade hain Sir. [Unclear speech]  Yeh Bata Group ka hi koi karamchari humko kar sakta hai Sir, 

otherwise koi nahi, iske  liye mai Nitin Sahab ko bahut bahut dhanyawad deta hu and unke lambi umar ki 

kamna karta hu. Bhagwan aise secretary ko bahut zyada lambi umar de aur Bata family ke sath mai bahut 

din tak rakhe, isse who humari isi tarah humare dukh sukh me humari khabar lete rahe.  

Ek Sir mai..  

Ek minute sir..  

Ek Sir mai jo apne Company ko reward aur ye recognition mila ache kaam ke liye, mai karamchari ko 

dhanyawad deta hu, jinke mehanat ke mehanta ke karan aaj hume yeh reward and recognition mila Sir. 

Kyoki yeh jaise apne bhala Phenk me jaise first jaise 87.58 raha tab hume bhala mila sir, agar unke niche 

phekate toh thori milta Sir. Yeh ache kaam karte hai iske liye humare institution jo hai apke ko recognize 

and award dete hai Sir. Jada mai kya kahu Sir. Ek toh mujhe yeh batayiga Sir ke apna next 3 years ka 

capex plan kya hai ? abhi Budget mai order book ki kya position hai Sir aur esh saal agar koi naya product 

ya naya koi aise cheez nikli hai jaise aap logo ne bataya ki work from home ke liye  policy…iske liye bataiye 

Sir [Unclear speech] Ek to mai ye chahunga ke Sir ye jo Single use plastic hai ka kam se kam use ho, iske 

bare mai kya kadam utha rahe hai eska mujhe batayega Sir, dushra mujhe Sir batayega jo rainwater 

harvesting ke bare mai. Yehe jo barsat hoti hai, water ko ikattha karke isko zameen me pahuchane ke liye, 

aur isko recycle karke, re-use karke jisse  fresh water ka use kam se kam ho,, eske liye kya kadam uthaye 

batayega Sir. Ek Sir mujhe batayega renewal energy ke baare mai kya step liye hai Sir, apni maine factory 

visit ki thi Sir {Unclear Speech} mai kafi achi jagaha hai Sir, Apne visit kia hoga, unki joh chath hai unpe 

solar panel lagake, waha bijagi utpadan kiya jaye, jisse apne ko kafi fayida ho yaha phir koi jagah hai jo  

nadi ke kinare ho, jaha wind power ek do plant laga ke kia jaaye, uspe vichar kijeyega  Ek Sir. Apne jaise 

batayaki 100% karamchari ko 1st vaccine lag chuki hai aur 30% iske liye management ko dhanyawad dena 

chahuga. Sir ek cheez batane ka kast kariyaga Sir, apne karamchari ko 100% vaccine lagawadi toh kya 
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unke pariwar ko bhi lagi hai Sir, kyo ki Karamchari kaam karke apne pariwar ke sath mai rahate hai, kyo 

ki unke pariwar ko jab tak nahi lagegi, Karmcahri surakshit nahi hai. Toh mai chahuga unke pariwar ko 

agar nahi lagi hai toh unko bhi vaccine lagaiye. Aur Sir mai yeh kahuga ki Bengal me vaccine ki taqlif ho 

rahi hai, toh koi private hospital me kisi ne paisa payment karke liya hai toh unko bhi Sir unka paisa 

resubmit karke jise unka bhi saal bhar ke andar vaccine jaldi se jaldi lagva dein. Ek Sir, Mai ek chahuga 

women empowerment ke liye, Ab Sir humari vitt mantri Sitaraman Ji thi aur aab humari CFO yaha pe joki 

Company ka heart bole hai jiski puri supply hoti hai, khun jaise supply hota hai, waise financial heart 

humare madam ko diya gaya hai. Guptaji toh humare retire hogaye. Toh mai chahuga ki woman 

empowerment ke upar zor diyajaye. Kyuki Gold medal women la rahi hai toh humare yaha bhi women ko 

zyada se zyada empower kia jaaye. Karkhano me kaam dia jaaye. Mai samajhtahu sir agar women 

shaktishali hoti hai toh mera ghar bhi shaktishali hota hai, ghar shaktishali hota hai toh humare bache bhi 

saktishali hote hai. Aur who pure Bharat ke bhavishya hote hai Sir. Toh mai chahuga sir haat jore ke ki 

unko bhi jada se jada empowerment karne ki cheshtha kariye. Ek minute sir. Ek aur agar figure apke pass 

hoto batayega geographical [unclear speech] employment ka kya hai batayega Sir, apke jo employees hai 

unke agar zone wise, age wise aur gender wise ka figure agar apke pass hoto bataiyega. Last mai bus yahi 

kahuga sir, yeh jo video conference meeting hai, yeh bahut achi hoti hai Sir. Abhi Lekha Madam Bombay 

se connect hui, abhi kai Bhaisahab hai jo Bombay ya Hyderabad ya Delhi se connect honge. Toh isko 

continue rakhiye, isme risk bhi kam hai, kharcha bhi kam hai aur convenience bhi hai. Barsat ke Mausam 

mai hume paani ghaal ke nahin jaana padta, toh mai apnse haat jorh ke aur last mai bhagwan se prathana 

karta hu, aap jitane bhi humare director hai, jitne bhi humare Adhikarigan hai, jitne bhi humare 

employee(s) hai unko, unke pariwar ko bhagwan FY 2021 me happiness, wellness, prosperous aur safety 

ke sath mai rakhe yeh prarthana karta hu, apne vaktavya samapt karta hu,  apki lami umar ki kamna karte 

hai, aur asha karta hu ki agale saal 80% ki jagah hume 100% dividend milega. Dhanyawaad. Namaskar 

sir samay dene ke liye. 

 Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 
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Namaskar, Thank you Ji, Thank You. Next. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: Next is Mr. Kundu, joining us from Kolkata. B. N. Kundu, Shri 

B. N. Kundu, please proceed. 

Speaker 3- Mr. Biswendra Narayon Kundu: Hello! 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: We can hear you.    

Speaker 3- Mr. Biswendra Narayon Kundu 

Respected Chairman, members of the Board, fellow online shareholders (Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman 

reply- can you increase the volume) at the outset, I would like to thanks the management for progress of 

the Company, the report presented to us have been very nice and I have nothing further to say on this. The 

shareholders are happy [unclear speech]. Bata Shoes [unclear speech] The Company did well and does not 

worry about the temporary problem of Coronavirus pandemic that has shattered [unclear speech]. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Sir, May I request you to be please little louder, we are not able to hear you (speaker 3- hello hello), Sir 

may I, Sir may I request you to be little louder please (speaker 3- hello hello) (Mr. Ashwani Windlass, 

Chairman reply- this is better) 

Speaker 3- Mr. Biswendra Narayon Kundu 

Okay! We the shareholder will always be with the Company for its growth and prosperity. Chairman Sir I 

have three specific questions. Sir, If you highlight your 1st quarter result, due to Pandemic situation what 

is your future plan and what is your road map next 3 to 4 years. Sir do you continue the shareholder discount 

coupon including mask. before I close, I have one request to you Sir. The humanistic and holistic approach 

taking by the Company during the Covid pandemic is a milestone. In this overall world crisis to the excision 

of Humanity throughout the world the steps taken by the Company in the form of CSR are highly 

appreciable. Mr. Ratan Tata already has taken the valuable decision to the employees. His decision to 
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support the family members of the deceased employees and the education of their children demand a 

standing salute from all of us, and I am proud that I am an esteemed shareholder and part of the family of 

such decision makers. My heart goes out with you and my head go to respect all of you. Before I close, I 

convey my sincere thanks to the entire secretarial team, particularly Mr. Company Secretary on behalf of 

the shareholders. With this observation. I'm closing here with thanks to all  

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: Thank you 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: Thank you. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: Mr. Gattani, you would be the next. Yes you are online. 

Speaker 4- Mr. Sarbananda Gattani       

Ha Hello Namaste Chairman sir. Namaste Nitin Ji very thanks Company Secretary and thank you Nitin ji 

and your entire team. Humlog ko itni bar VC mein sample vagerah dekar ke or VC mein kaise humlog ko 

bolna hai vo sab ready kiye sir or Company to hai hi bahut badhiya or pura entire management team ko 

welcome hai or khas kar ke Sandeep Sir ko aur Rajeev Gopalakrishnan Sir ko bahut bahut thank you hai. 

Sir apke karan aj humlog k share ka kya price hai. I don’t know whether you know or not 1994 ya 1996 

mein apne one is to one right diya tha 30 rupees share mein or mein tab se 200 share hold karta hoon sir. 

Vo tees rupaye ka share abhi kareeb 1,650 ka daam hai. And as a CA mein ye likh k de sakta hoon sir ki it 

will be about 3000 in 2 years time. The way the management is going, the way the Company is going, the 

way our Company Secretary takes apna itni acchi tarah khayal rakhte hai Sir. Ek a a welcome message hai 

aaaa Rajappa ma’am ko Radha Rajappa ma’am ko. Ma’am we a apko bahut welcome hai you are a 

technology expert I was going through your profile. A very big and a very [speech unclear] profile hai 

ma’am. I’ve fallen in love with your profile ma’am and I welcome you. I’ve been attending the Bata AGM 

for the last 30 years in the Kalamandir but for the last one and a half year due to pandemic I am unable to 

meet. Rajeev Gopalakrishnan Sir, Sandeep sir yaha abhi aj Shaibal Sinha Sir bhi hai. He was on the Board 

2 or 3 years back to unko bhi welcome hai. Toh madam I hope to see you soon and mera kuch questions 
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hai what are your capex plans for Calcutta and some question I have sent to Nitin Bagaria Ji. Either he can 

reply today or he give it later I don’t have much problem because I am very happy with the performance of 

our / my Company in this a Sir. Mere jo main teen char showrooms mein regular jaata hoon vaha kuch 

problems the vo maine meeting mein bole to vo problems sort out ho gaye. Bata Oberai Grand, Bata College 

Street, Bata PVR and Bata Shyambazaar and they are my favourite showrooms. Bahut acche courteous 

staffs hai jaise Nitin Sir hai. Nitin Sir or unka team bahut acchi tarah humlog ko khayal rakhta hai. Main 

kabhi Shakespeare Sarani jata hoon to chai vai unke sath hi peeta hoon. Abhi toh nahi jaa paa raha hoon 

dedh saal se pandemic mein. I support all the resolutions aur mere queries [unclear speech] To bus itna hi 

hai sir acchi tarah rahiye or baat baki speakers bhi honge unke liye bhi main jaldi thoda khatam karta hoon 

Sir and welcome to the Board and I hope to get better result otherwise next year phir main queries lambe 

choude launga sir. Thank you very much sir. 

 Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: Thank you, thank you. Next 

Speaker 5- Mr. Kamal Kishore Jhawar 

Hello, Hello, Mera awaz aa raha hai Sir? (Mr. Nitin Bagaria-Mr. Kamal Kishore Jhawar, Welcome, Please 

speak) Mera awaz aa raha hai? (Mr. Nitin Bagaria- Haan, barobar aa raha hai Sir, boliye). Haa, Ok. Ok. 

Chairman Sahab, Managing Director, Humare Sandeep Ji, CFO, All Directors ko Namaskar. Special mai 

Hyderabad se bol raha hu, mai is Company me 15 saal se shareholder hu, aur humare, kabhi bhi ye 

secretarial department me maine ye Nitin Ji aur Puja Ji se baat kara, himare ko kuch query tha, Ek hi din 

me humare ko query bhi, bohot badi khushi ki baat hai, Humare ko second time phone karne ka bhi nahin 

diya mauka,  Ek hi din me humara problem solve kar rahe, Nitin Ji, apka bohot bohot dhanyawad, Puja Ji, 

apka bohot bohot dhanyawad. Aur Sir apka share ka 10 rupaye ka paid-up tha share 5 rupaye paid-up hone 

ke baad bhi aaj humara share 1700-1800 chadh raha hai to aaj humare ko, chote shareholder ko bohot acha 

return mila hai. Aaj Video Conference ho raha hai, life me first time apki meeting video conference se kar 

raha hu sahib, First time, main chahta hu every year aage bhi agar video conference se karo toh hum bahar 
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bhi rahe toh sun sake aur apki meeting me participation, question-answer kar sake aur apse mil sake. 

Humesha aage ke liye vaise hi rakhiye Sir. Aur apne presentation mein, ye abhi 1500 store bataya, bohot 

badi khushi ki baat hai, 1500 store hai, 800 kuch to bataye, presentation bohot acha laga humareko, aur 

[unclear speech] jaise paper me apka result bhi aya, last quarter se yeh quarter me thoda loss kam aaya, 

usme sabka business bohot kam down, kam down chala hai, phir bhi apna acha hi hai, mai chahta hu, hallu 

hallu apna Company bhi hai na, profit me aa jayinga, aur na, [unclear speech] apne jo dividend diya hai, 

bohot badi khushi ki baat hai, vaise Company wale dividend nahi dete [unclear speech] phir bhi aap 

shareholder ko relationship acha maintain kar rahe toh bohot bohot dhanyawad deta hu Sir. Thank You. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Thank you for keeping this belief Mr. Jhawar, moving to the next speaker. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Ms. Vashudha joins us from Thane. Madam please go ahead, you are online. 

Madam Vashudha. 

Speaker-6, Ms. Vasudha: 

Hello Sir, can you hear me Sir? (Mr. Nitin Bagaria- Yes Mam, We can, yes, please go on) Hello, Ok Sir. 

Very Good afternoon respected Chairman Sir, Board of Directors, I would like to congrats our Company 

Secretary and would like to congrats our Company Secretary and his team for getting me the soft copy of 

the report well in advance which itself is clear and transparent. Presentation given by the Chairperson is 

also excellent. Everything is clear in our minds.  So, I don’t want to ask anymore question, only small 

suggestion. 

On our page no. 30, unclaimed dividend is transferred to IEPF funds ya IPS as per the rule ya it is as per 

the law but one suggestion, could you take some more efforts to avoid such huge amount to transfer this 

fund so as it is the hard and fast money of the shareholders, it will be more helpful during this pandemic 
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situation. With this, I support all the resolutions, thank you very much, I wish the Company all the best for 

all the coming years. Thank you very much Sir. [unclear speech]. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Thank you. The next speaker Mr. Praful joins us from Hyderabad. 

Mr. Praful Chavda, you are unmuted now, you can speak, please go on. 

Speaker-7, Mr. Praful Chavda 

Yes Sir, Yes Sir, Awaz aa rahi hai Sir?  

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director:  Yes please, please   

Speaker-7, Mr. Praful Chavda 

Ok Sir. Dhanyawad Sir. Ek toh Sir main Board of Directors ko dhanyawad deta hu ke mereko aaj 88th AGM 

mein bolne ka mauka mil raha hai aur main 68 years ka hu Sir. 68 years mein mai, 10 years ka tha jab, 

chhota bachcha, tabse Bata ka shoes istemal karta hu, pehanta hu, Sandal pehnata hu, aur 50 years se sir 

yahi istemal karta hu. Mera yeh chiz bolne ka maqsad yeh hai ki, aap jab Bata ke showroom me job hi 

children ke, bachche ke, shoes hai, chappal hai, joote hai, wo zyda se zyada discount mein, kam profit mein 

beche, taki chhote bachche se habit ho jaaye ke Bata ka showroom pehle jana, bachche ko habit hogi toh 

bada hoke bhi khareedega, iske alawa, Jab bachcha jayenga toh uske saath Mother-Father bhi woh 

showroom mein jaayenga, woh bhi purchase karenge, toh bachche ke piche apne ko bhi client zyada 

milenge, Aisa mera maan-ne ka hai, Sir, main last year AGM attend karna chahta tha, koi kaaranvash miss 

ho gaya. Par who humare Company Secretary bhoole nahin, aur yeh dafa  mereko Nitin Ji aur Puja Madam 

ne do-teen baar phone karke bole, yeh dafe apko barobar mauka diya jayenga, aur aaj mereko mauka mil 

rha hai to main secretariat department ko bohot bohot dhanyawaad deta hu ke aise hi kaam karte rahe, aise 

hi humare shubhkamnaye hai Sir. 
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khaastaur pe Sir, yeh kehna chahta hu Sir, ke abhi jo shoes diya jata hai, box me diya jata hai, aur box 

damage ho jata hai, toot jata hai, Chohe kha jaate hai, ya ek box ke upar do box, teen box, chaar box rakhe 

to, niche ka box dab jata hai, iske badle Sir esa plastic ka (Shows a red colour plastic container box), 

transparent, yeh transparent nahin hai, red colour ka hai, par aisa transparent box mein shoes diya jaaye toh 

lifetime acha rahenga, hum bhi humare ghar pe box lekar jayenge, Road pe fek nahin jaayenge, Dukan me 

chord nahin denge, iske bohot saare benefit hain, jab apka salesman bhi iske godown me jaake shoes 

dhundega definitely usko kon sa brand, kon sa size chaiye, kon sa number  chaiye, immediately mil jayenga, 

yeh jo box maine bataya plastic ka, wo minimum 10 years tak chalenga, 10 years tak iske upar Bata ka 

publicity rahenga, multipurpose use hota hai, toot gaya toh isme gamle bana ke isme jhaad-pan bhi laga 

sakte hain, iske bare mein main bohot kuch kehna chahta hu pan main itna suggestion deta hu key eh bohot 

acha idea rahenga, aur benefit rahenga. 

Sir, khaastaur pe Board of Director ko main dekhta hu ke suit me aaye suye, coat-pant pehne suye, toh 

Infosys ka CCL ka jo AGM hota hai, isme poore Board of Director, employees jo kapde pehnta, wo kapde 

pehan kea a rahe. In future, aap log bhi, jo apke showroom me jo red colour ka bushirt/T-shirt pehan ke 

employees humko shoes batate hain, toh aap bhi ek naya chalan chalu kare aur aap bhi T-shirt pehan jke 

meeting attend kare toh sabki body ke upar Bata Bata dekhne ko milega, aur ek naya style banenga aapke 

through. Choti Company karti hai to dikhta nahin hai par Infosys ka AGM aap dekh sakte ho, isme dekhne 

ko milenga. 

Sir, Sir, kam se kam kuch bhi purchase kare to gift ka lalach hona hai aajkal, toh isme bhi aap, apke purchase 

ke upar chota mota gift rakhe, pen hai ya T-shirt hai cap hai, jo publicity karta hai, apka publicity bhi honga 

aur logo ko esa dikhega mereko ek free me item mila. Free me lene ke liye log do paise zyada bhi de dete 

hai, vaise bhi benefit hoga, apne Sir www.bata.com hai, isme apna jo ads hai, iska video lagaiye, taki apna 

manufacture kaise hota hai, woh dekhne ko milega aam aadmi ko, ke poora automatic hota hai, kahin koi 

admi hath nahin lagata hai, aur poora poora packing ho jata hai, iske bare me aam customer ko bhi jaankari 
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milegi aur ek showroom ke andar bhi esa video chalu rakhe, apna manufactures kaisa hota hai woh dekhne 

ko mile Sir.  

Sir, CSR me bohot acha kaam hota hai Sir, par mujje muje ek cheez ki taqleef hoti hai Sir ke CRS (CSR) 

me apna Olympic me koi bhi employees ko koi bhi Company madad nahin karta hai, Corporator jagat koi 

madad nahin karta hai, koi help nahi karta hai, toh aap 88 years ka ho gya ho gaya, toh abhi future me ek 

esa system laiye ke jo employee employee Olympic mein jaane ke liye koi taiyaar ho raha hai player yanike 

abi 10 saal ka 12 saal ka bachcha hai iski poori zimmedari aap uthaiye isko aage badhaiye, toh aane wale 

near future mein ya Bata ka AGM hoga 100 AGM, toh bata ke naam pe kam se kam 4-5 gold medal toh 

zarur rahenga ke Olympic mein Bata ke aadmi taiyaar hoke medal dilaaye. Iske saath mein shahid huye 

jawaano ko bhi aap, shaheed huye jawaan ke family walo ko bhi job dijiye taki usko apni help ho jaaye, aur 

jo retireman army hai usko bhi job dijiye ataki isko help mil jaaye aur Sir saath mein yeh bhi kehna chahta 

hu ke aaaa Company Secretary jo kaam kar rahe hai woh acha kar rahe hai aur iske liye main isko ek baar 

phir dhanyawaad deta hu. Apne mereko bohot suna, iske liye main ap sabko bohot bohot dhanyawaad deta 

hu. 

Dhanyawaad Sir!! 

A few: Thank you 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Thank You. Next. Next is Mr. Gautam Tiwari joining from Thane. 

Sir you are unmuted now, you can speak. 

Sir, request you to please turn on your cameras so that we can see you as well, yeah, Thank you. 

Speaker-8, Mr. Gautam Tiwari 

Sir, you can see me, Sir? 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 
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Yes, we can see you, please. 

Speaker-8, Mr. Gautam Tiwari : Sir, Good afternoon to my honorable Chairman sir Ashwani Ji, aur CFO 

(Ms.) Vidhya Srinivasan jo resolution mein hai aur Gunjan ji CEO and all other independent directors aaaa, 

[unclear speech] and my Bata team too, aaaaa,   

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Sir, we are not able to hear you, you are not loud, Gautam ji, you are not very loud. Haan, boliye, Boliye 

Speaker-8, Mr. Gautam Tiwari 

Yes Sir, Haan Yes Sir, I thanked first of all for [unclear speech] the position and designation of Mr. Sandeep 

Kataria Ji who has been made now whole Bata’s global CEO. I am very sure, during his tenure, whatever 

work [unclear speech] in future. Sir, I also thank management for sustaining dividend of 80% at Rs. 4 per 

share even this year also. 

I sincerely thank our CEO, CFO, MD and full Secretarial team, investor team also and Management 

[unclear speech] along with the entire Board for giving, for delivering, for rendering outstanding 

performance despite challenging and rigid covid situation not only in India but worldwide. Bohot Bohot 

Dhanyawaad Sir [unclear speech] 

Chairman Sir, you are listening to me no Sir? 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Your voice keeps breaking in between, toh apki clarity nahin aa rahi hai isme 

Speaker-8, Mr. Gautam K. Tiwari 

Abhi aa gayi Sir, abhi aa gayi clarity? (Mr. Ashwani Windlass and others- Haan, abhi aa gayi abhi bilkul 

thik hai) Haan ok Sir, Sir Chairman Sir. Humar pas mein 3 subsidiaries hain, jisme se ek BPL ki jo step 

down subsidiary hai, CCEL that is Coastal Commercial Exim Limited uska merger hum logo is saal BPL 
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mein kar liya hai, toh use ab humari Company ko kitna fayda mil raha hai aur bhavishya mein kitna fayda 

milega, agar aap bataye to kaafi acha hoga. 

Ab humare pass do subsidiaries jisme Bata Properties Limited or Way Finders Brand Limited, toh ye do 

subsidiaries hum logo ko, hum logo ke liye kitni upyogi sabit ho rahi hai, Bhavishya mein kitni upyogi sabit 

hongi aur kitni profitable sabit hongi, kripaya aap humare, hume bataye to kaafi acha hoga. 

Sir, humare pas mein 4 factories hain, Bihar mein, West Bengal mein, Karnatak(a) mein aur Tamilnadu 

mein, Sir, yeh charo factriyo ko milake abhi capacity, utilization kitna ho raha hai? On average kitna hai 

aur lag alag inme kitna hai? Or whether we are going to, we are able to fulfill the supply as per our 

manufacturing position in all these four factories? If at all you can tell us, it would be grateful to me [unclear 

speech] 

Now, coming to our secretarial question. Humare Company Secretary Nitin Bagaria sahib bohot hi acha 

sahyog inka hume mila, aur AGM mein administration service ke sath sath bohot hi mridubhashi aur bohot 

hi honhar vyaktitva ke dhani hain yeh Nitin Bagaria Sahab,inke saath mein Puja ji ne bhi itna acha yogdaan 

diya hai ke wo apna aap mein bemisal hai Sir aur (Mr.) Jyoti Banerjee jo aaj 13 years se jo sevayein pradan 

kar rahe hain [unclear speech] isi baat ka natija hai ke Bata aaj apnea lag hi global pehchan aur reputation 

pe khada hai [unclear speech] Bata ne hum sabhi shareholder ka dhyan rakhne aur aur Balance Sheet 

[unclear speech] bohot hi achi balance sheet banayi hui hai aur aur [unclear speech] Sir, Top 10 mein aate 

hai ye yeh jo secretary aapka [unclear speech] secretarial department Jyoti sahab ka, apne Bagaria sahib ka 

Nitin Bagaria sabahb ka. Top 10 India and abroad [unclear speech]. Bohot achi inki services hai [unclear 

speech] Top 10 mein aate hain Sir. [unclear speech] 

Now coming to my own experience about Bata Sir. 

Bata aaj sirf Hindustan mein hi nahin balki poore vishwa mein apni ek alag hi pehchan ke saath ek [unclear 

speech] reputation bana chukka hai. Vishwa ki sabse, jo maine dekha hai abhi tak US, Germany, France, 

koi bhi jagh ho Sir, Bata ki [unclear speech] after sales service [unclear speech]. Kisi bhi daam me Bata 
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[unclear speech] ko sabhi log kharidte hain. [unclear speech] Brand na India mein hain na foreign mein hai, 

Bata ka matlab hai Sir quality product with value for money [unclear speech] aur yeh sab tabhi sambhav 

hua hai jab aap sab aap sabhi  employee ne kadi mehnat [unclear speech] aur athak parishram se hi yeh 

sambhav hua hai. 

Sir, Aur kuch choti moti queries agar aap bata dein toh acha hai. Sir, hum jo R&D expenditure karte hain 

Bata India mein, wo hum lag bhag kitna kar rahe hai, who hum dete hain ya Bata India ki parent Company 

[unclear speech]. Aur next two years ka road map agar aap bataye in considering pandemic situation 

[unclear speech] 

Sir, New launches Sir, jo humare new launches waiting hain pipeline mein woh unka unka marketing kab 

tak karenge agar aap bata sakte hai toh zarur bataiye Sir [unclear speech]. Isme I would like to suggest. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Gautam Sir, Gautam Sir, bohot video apki aur voice break ho rahi hai, aaaa. Please write all your questions 

and we will reply to it, jo hume samajh mein aaye, we will reply during the meeting. Thank you. 

Speaker-8, Mr. Gautam K. Tiwari 

Yes Sir, haan, we wish you a very very long happy and cordial and safe and protected life and days to come 

and we wish you a bright future and hum apka sath jab tak nibhayenge jab tak chaand aur sooraj rahega tab 

tak hum dharti pe rahenge uske baad bhi and we assure you and we are there with you and we thank you 

Sir for patient listen and jai hind jai Bharat (Ashwani Windlass- Thank you, Thak you) 

Thank you very much! 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: Okay, Next! 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

The next is Mr Sarkar from Kolkata. West Bengal 
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Speaker-9, Mr. Bimal Krishna Sarkar: 

Hello, am I audible, Hello (Mr. Nitin Bagaria- Yes Sir, Yes Sir, you are audible) 

Hello (Mr. Nitin Bagaria-Bolie Sir, We can hear you) 

Haan, Mananiya Adhyaksha Ji [unclear speech] and Company Secretary aur upasthit Shareholder, yeh 

pandemic situation me…aaa….aap log ko jo performace jo dikhaya hai, jo revenue for operation jo decrease 

ho gaya hai, decrease hone ka na toh humara Company four Rupees per equity share jo dividend dia hai 

yeh bohot acha hai, acha hai, pehle to maine Nitish Kumar ji, (Mr.) Nitin Bagaria aur Puja madam ko main 

dhanyawaad deta hu, Nitin Bagaria ji toh humra famly ka poora khabar le lete hain, kaisa hai, kya hai, apka 

family kaha rehte hain, sabkuch pata kar pata kar lete hain, aur unhone jo relation hum log ke sath rakhte 

hain, yeh unko maine dhanyawaad deta hu. Aur Bagaria ji se toh Hindi English nahin hai, bangla mein achi 

tarah humse baat kiya hai, do teen baar baat kiya hai, humara ladka kaisa kya karta hai, humara ladki kya 

karta hai, sara pata kar lete hain, Thank you Nitin Bagaria ji. Puja Madam bhi bohot co-operation kiya hai 

yeh attend karne ke liye. Puja madam ka dhayawaad deta hun. 

Sir, Dekhiye yeh hum zyada time nahin lenge kyuki humara dusra meeting hai, Sir, dekhiye ye CSR 

activities, yeh appreciate nahin karenge toh to acha nahin hoga. Humara Company jo kia hai, humara 

Company (Rs.) 87.2 million kharch karna hai. Matlab who kitna kharcha kiya hai. 92.22 million. It is 

appreciable. Kyun?. Je dekhiye je pandemic situation mein 1 million medical jo worker, family logo ko 

diya gaya hai. Donate kia gaya hai 1.2, 92 lacs. Haa, Medical..aa…medical…worker aur private aur 

government hospital, police in logo ne diya gaya hai aur 1000 hygenic kits jisme sanitizer, masks and food 

rashan ssab distribute kiya gaya hai. Maane yeh pandemic situation mein humara Bata Company jo kia 

hai…mane..jo through CSR jo activities kiya hai, it is appreciable. Hum CSR Committee ko dhanyawaa 

deta hun. 

Ek Chiz humko pata karna hai, je vaccination sabko ho gaya hai, kintu ye Covid ke kaaran, ye Covid attack 

hua hai ya nahin hua hai aur hua hai toh sab log swasth hai ke nahin hai ya koi humse…hum logo ko chord 
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ke chala gaya hai? Toh humara suggession hai, ek minute condolence kabhi kar lijiyega. Un log ka atma 

ko shanti milega. Sir dekhiye, yeh Bata kya na diya hai, kya kam paisa mein mera share tha, abhi share 

price kitna hai, 1600 se 1700 tak run…run kar raha hai. Dekhiye yeh lagta hai ke 2000 bhi jaldi hi cross kar 

jaayega. Yeh sabke liye humra Gopalakrishnan ji ko ek hum kaam karta hai, yeh bohot achi tarah kaam 

karta hai isiliye hum log ko itna fayda mil raha hai. Sir dekhiye jitna resolution hai, sabme maine..aa..sabke 

favour mein vote kar diya. Mera family ka jitna member hai, jo apka share hold kar raha hai, sara apke 

favour mein voting kar diya.  

Dekhiye is pandemic situation mein aap sab logo ko swasth rahe aur saavdhan rahe, jab tak humra desh se 

yeh na chod ke chala jaaye, ye Covid-19. Sir, aap sab logo ko ye swasth kamna karke hunra vaktavya 

khatam kar raha hun, humko bolne dene ke liye dhanyawaad, thank you! 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Mr. Goutam Nandi joning from Kolkata, you are unmuted. You can speak. Mr. Gautam Nandi 

We’ll come back to you, Sir! 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

[unclear speech] 

Speaker-10, Mr. Goutam Nandi  

Hello, Hello, May May, am I audible and visible? 

(Mr. Nitin Bagaria- You are not visible, but please go on) 

M only audible? 

(Mr. Ashwani Windlass- Yes, audible, please proceed) 

Ok, Ok 

(Mr. Nitin Bagaria- Yes Yes, only audible not aaaa…Try turning on again your camera) 
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Now, am I audible and visible Sir? 

(Mr. Ashwani Windlass- Yes, we can hear you, please continue) 

(Mr. Nitin Bagaria-Go on, Go on) 

Ok Sir, Ok, Sir Good afternoon and Namaskaar 

Respected Chairman, Board of Directors and my online fellow shareholders. Myself, Goutam Nandi of 

Kolkata. Very old equity shareholder of Bata India Limited. 

Sir, firstly, I like to give thanks to your secretarial department for sending me Annual report and other 

necessary relevant papers thorugh email well in advance 

So specially thanks to our respected Company Secretary Mr. Nitin Bagaria, very sober, well behaved and 

most dynamic person and his whole team for rendering very good services to our minority shareholders. 

Sir, you are organizing your AGM through Video conference for the second time and I find it is a grand 

success. So thanks again sir. Sir, my earlier speakers already expressed their views and covered most of the 

points regarding accounts and performance of our Company. Therefore, I don’t like to repeat it as per your 

guidelines. Sir, two years back we had faced two big giants GST and demonetization. Sir, ye dono ka effect 

khatam hotey na hotey.  

Sir, last year humlogon ko Covid 19 ka first phase ne attack kiya and now third phase is going on, each and 

every company is suffering very much but I am very glad to say that despite the tough pandemic and most 

challenging year you are trying your best. Sir I must appreciate it sir. We are very proud to see that you 

always take care of our minority shareholders. Sir, only good performance honey se hi ek Company achha 

nahi ho jata hai, good performance ke sath good behavior ke bhi jaruri hota hai, ek Company hone ke liye 

jo apke Company me 100 % hai. Sir, main jab apka registered office Kolkata me kabhi kabhi visit karta 

hoon, udhar itna achha behavior milta hai, itna achha behavior milta hai, ki kya bolein!  Mr. Nitin jee to 

hain hi hain, unke sath mera lagbhag 15 years ka parichay hai. Aur unke sath Mr. Jyotirmoy Banerjee hain, 
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Munmun madam hain, (unclear speech) brother hain aur sab jo aaplog ka jo employees hain inlog ka itna 

good behavior hai ki mera mehsoos hota hai udhar jane ke baad ki ye Company nahi hai mera family hai. I 

have come to my family. So I must give my hearty thanks to each and every employee of your Company 

for their good gesture, good behavior and good hospitality sir. Thank you, Thank you Sir. Sir, I am very 

proud to be a shareholder of your Company and I am very hopeful towards the prospects of our Company. 

I have full trust with your strong management and therefore, I wholeheartedly support your all resolutions 

which I have already casted. Thank you (unclear speech). There are so many meetings I will go there, 

moving forward with the positive outlook towards our Company with good return and handsome dividend 

Sir and may God bless you and stay safe and stay healthy. Thank you very much sir. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Okay next. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Next is Mr. Jahangir Wala from Bombay, Mumbai. Sir can you please switch on your camera, yeah, Thank 

you so much. 

Speaker- 11, Mr. Jahangir Batiwala: Yeah can your hear me now. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: Yeah please go on. 

Speaker- 11, Mr. Jehangir Batiwala:  

Chairman and Independent Director, Mr. Ashwani Windlass, MD, Mr. Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, other very 

distinguished Board of Directors on VC, Company Secretary Shri Nitin Bagaria jee, fellow shareholders 

attending the VC.  Good afternoon to all of your, my name is Jehangir. Sir complements to the Company 

Secretary, Mr. Nitin Bagaria and his dynamic team for bringing out a 250 page AGM report, which is 

colourful, knowledgeable, transparent and adhering to all the norms of corporate governance. We have 

three folios and we have got all our reports well in time through e-mail. And sir particularly mentioning 

about the CS team there. Puja madam has been constantly following up with us, whether we have received 

all the necessary documents, all the necessary links andIts heartening to see that sir in such times also the 
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CS team is able to render such wonderful services and wonderful investor services, they should be 

complimented sir. Sir we thank the Board for declaring 80% dividend i.e., Rs 4/- per equity share. Sir in 

this hard (unclear speech) times and challenging times where most of the companies skipped dividend 

during the pandemic issue or some other excuse, the Board has gone ahead and declared dividend. Sir hats 

off to you. Sir compared to last year, our result have gone down but sir we all are aware about what 

challenges and difficult times the whole world is facing and most of the times the stores would have 

remained closed because of the lockdown. But sir not to worry now, things are improving and we will be 

back to our normal good old days. Sir I have been associated with Bata since I was in third standard in 

school when my first sport shoes, white canvas shoes came from Bata. 

And since totally today also I am also associated with Bata. I am the third generation shareholder. Sir, we 

are very… sir are we using the mantra to Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. It would be a great way to attract 

new customers. Sir they can deposit their old and torn footwear and buy new footwear and the footwear 

can be donated after giving it necessary touch up or it can be redesigned and given to people who cannot 

afford shoes and roam around barefooted. It would be a great move towards mankind sir.  

Sir, I know this is not the forum but still I would like to come across a point sir, we had Sushant Singh 

Rajput, a very talented actor as our brand ambassador, where I feel at once he was our Brand ambassador. 

Our sales had really risen. Why don’t we come out with a range for Sushant Singh Rajput shoes or loafers 

or slippers something like that where as a sentimental value also people would buy and his name can be, 

name can go on. And it would be a good way of repaying back the services that he had given to us. Sir we 

have tied up with few online partners, what percentage of sales would it generate? And how much difference 

does it have on our bottom and topline. Sir, I would be interested to know how we sell by Whatsapp? 

Because you have mentioned, its mentioned in the AGM report that we do sell through Whatsapp also. Sir 

do we have shoes for big foots like 11 and 12 because sir personally my foot size is 11 in casual loafers and 

other shoes.  And sir do we also have (unclear speech) customized shoes business like trekking specific 

requirements, measurements and detailing and customizing for clients. Sir now that our prices are good 
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atleast it is time for split and bonus sir. Its time sir that our appeals have to be answered sir. Please look into 

it. Currently how many stores and godown we have across India and specially Mumbai and how many new 

stores do you plan to open. Sir what are your thoughts on competition from both domestic and global players 

like (unclear speech) small brands and unorganized sectors. We have got woodlands and other brand put 

together.  

Sir, what is our CSR spend and in what areas are we concentrating on.  

Sir I, there is a lot to speak but since there are other to speak. I just end with some normal query like what 

is the capex program and how will you fund it, our R&D capex and design studio capex and sir what is the 

overall impact of the pandemic on the working and I hope that all our staff and directors are safe and sound 

and hope no casualties have taken place. Sir your thoughts on the future of the Company in next two years. 

Sir I end wishing you and the Board compliments on the festive season which is about to start and wishing 

you all, all the best for the future. Thank you sir, thanking you sir I support all the resolutions whole 

heartedly, put forth at the AGM,. Thank you sir, have a great day. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: Thank you. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Next is Mr. Yusuf Rangwala from Mumbai. Mr. Yusuf Rangwala from Mumbai !? 

Speaker- 12, Yusuf Rangwala:  

Dynamic Chairman and my fellow shareholders, I am Yusuf Rangwala from Bombay. Sir, respected 

Chairman, a very good afternoon I am very happy with Nitin Sir (unclear speech), you have given me a 

chance and also remembering me in this Covid 19 pandemic and Ms. Puja Madam, very excellent services. 

Now my voice is clear sir. Perfect now. Now you can hear my voice. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Yes it is little better yeah. 

Speaker- 12, Yusuf Rangwala: 
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Yes Sir, today market rate is 1675, it went upto two thousand….(unclear speech), now sir I will come 

directly on how many new stores (unclear speech), are presently operating. Sir we are having a main store 

in Bombay all over in India… (unclear speech), for eg. we are having our showroom at UK, Africa, (unclear 

speech), South… India… and all over world… (unclear speech),  .. (unclear speech) School… all the 

varities we are getting sir… and I am very happy.. that you have given me a chance to speak at this 

meeting…have met around… four.. fifty … (unclear speech) balance sheet….that is very good ad very 

excellent sir. Sir market is up, market capital is 21 thousand four… Book value is 13692. When was your 

last bonus given… split the share in the one Rupees sir. Split the share sir my humble request is… (unclear 

speech)small shareholder can benefit sir. And sir nothing more here… good wishes for Ganesh Chaturthi 

to you and sir I have never visited your store sir. If possible, So you call us in the Kolkata.. or you can… 

(unclear speech) I want a film of your store sir. I am very happy with our brand ambassador who is a very 

good actress.. my humble request is Mr. Tiger Shroff, fast moving… (unclear speech) because Tiger Shroff 

is a …(unclear speech). 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Mr. Yusuf we are not able to hear you and make out what exactly you are trying to express. We will come 

back to you later or please send a email. We will answer all the queries. Moving to the next speaker.  

Mr. Rohinton Batiwala from Bombay. Again from Bombay 

Speaker- 13, Mr. Rohinton Batiwala:  

Respected Chairman sir, can you hear me, am I audible sir? am I audible sir? 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Yes please go ahead. We can see you and we can hear you. 

Speaker- 13, Mr. Rohinton Batiwala: 

Chairman, Mr. Ashwani Windlass, MD, Mr. Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, other board of directors at VC. CFO 

Mr. Ram Kumar Gupta, other CFO Ms. Vidhya Srinivasan, Company Secretary Mr. Nitin Bagaria, my 
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fellow shareholders at VC, Good afternoon to all of you. Sir, my name is Rohinton M Batiwala. Thanks for 

inviting me to speak in front of all the learned directors to give my views. Sir atleast speak our names 

properly naa sir. For Jahangir also you made a mistake and my also name you made a mistake sir. Sir, first 

let me complement our Company Secretary Mr. Nitin Bagaria and his secretarial team for coming out with 

nice AGM report. Sir the AGM report is educative, informative, knowledgeable, colorful and it adhere to 

all the norms if corporate governance. Sir, first and foremost I would like to give pat on our Company 

Secretary Mr. Nitin Bagaria and his secretarial team to make this day of AGM possible.  

Sir, inspite of this pandemic crisis the Company Secretary and his team bravely and boldly came to office 

and made everything possible for shareholders including AGM report on e-mail. Sir we dared to go out of 

the house because of Covid 19. Company Secretary and his team has shown to everybody that where there 

is a will there is a way. Sir we must give thundering applause to our Company Secretary and his secretarial 

team. Good very good. Please keep it up year after year.  

Now sir coming to dividend part. The Board of directors have recommended a dividend of Rs. 4 per equity 

share of face value of Rs. 5 each, i.e., 80% for the year ended March 31st 2021. Sir, Rs. 4 as dividend is 

very-very much miser. It is the drop into the ocean. Sir we retired shareholders, who live on this income 

after retirement and sir for recommend this type of dividend where we will go in this pandemic era. Chalo 

sir, something is better than nothing. Next financial year we seek to… that the directors recommend higher 

dividend. The performance of our Company is not so good in 2021. Like last year our performance was top 

class. But sir we understand that due to pandemic and lockdown and work from home, the business has 

suffered quite very much. But sir, do not worry, we are there … (unclear speech). Aakhiri dum tak hum 

apke sath rehenge, no matter what happens. Lets bygone be bygone. Ab aage ki socho. Sir as there is 

restraint of time I won’t take much of your time, so here I end my speech with prayers to almighty lord to 

bring our excellent Company i.e., Bata India to newer and greater heights under your dynamic leadership. 

Sir I would like a factory visit, if it is possible. Sir and one more request I have to do that please stop sending 

coupons on e-mail because if we don’t use we can give it to our relatives or our friends. So please see that 
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you don’t send coupons on e-mail. It is not worth on e-maiI. support all your resolutions whole heartedly. 

That’s all for today. Jai hind sir!! 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Jai hind!! Thank you, Thank you. We have …. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Mr. Amit Kumar Banerjee, you are up now, Please speak. 

Speaker-14, Mr. Amit Kumar Banerjee: Hmm, Hello. 

(Mr. Ashwani Windlass- Yes, Please go ahead) 

Good Afternoon Sir, Respected Chairman of the meeting and the Board Members present on such bit of 

locations through VC AGM of the Company Bata India Limited.  

My name is Amit Kumar Banerjee from the city of Kolkata. 

Sir, I am a long-standing shareholder and very proud of it, Thank you for giving me an opportunity to speak 

on such a wonderful occasion, 88th AGM of the Company.  

Yes, Bata is one of the Brand Name across the Country and abroad, from my childhood, I see Bata, my 

Father also, took him, took me to Bata shops that there is a Bata, I like it Bata Shoes, it’s really fantastic, 

from all other shoes, till now. 

As regards the balance sheet is concerned during this year as seen in the balance sheet, Sir, is nicely 

prepared, it is very beautiful, colour, pictures and sent to soft copy to me and very attractive also. Video 

presentations are just [unclear speech] and this AGM is well very impressive.  

As regards the performance is concerned, I would like to know Sir, what is the key challenges to indicate 

the sustainable profit and steps taken back for the Business profit of the Company and Business Growth of 

the Company. Kindly share your views. 

Sir, discount Coupons especially for the shareholders, try to increase the percentage, at least a 40%, As we 

require, Mask coupons as previously distributed, I request and suggest, try to continue during this year also.  
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Yes, our Company makes CSR activity, it is good for their welfare measure, dividend for the shareholders. 

Very nice 80%, market share price is around 1,680 Rupees. It is very good. 

During this year, Sir, we miss Mr. R.K. Gupta, our long standing Director, CFO of the Company. I also 

welcome our new CEO Mr. Gunjan Shah. 

Last but not least, our Company Secretary Mr. Nitin Bagaria is very sincere, experienced and cordial. 

Couple of years, I know him, you were at Balrampur Chini Mills I appreciate also and secretarial team is 

marvelous. (Mr.) Jyoti Banerjee, now joined that Puja Mam nicely maintaining the good relationship with 

us. I support all resolutions placed during this year and casted all e-voting in favour for my all the accounts. 

I hope under your able leadership Mr. Chairman and particularly our repected and dear Managing Director 

Mr. Gopalakrishnan and also the Board Management will look after such prestigious brand Bata, will 

maintain transparency at all levels and continue to lead with new height keeping always minority 

shareholder’s rewarding policy. Thank you to all members for such wonderful smooth conducting meeting 

today. 

Mr. Chairman, Thank you, Myself Amit Kumar Banerjee over to you. Sir. 

Namaskaar Sir! 

Others: 

Thank You. Thank You.  

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Namaskar. Next one. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Mr. Kundu, you are online, (he) is joining from Kolkata, please go ahead. 

Speaker-15, Mr. Joytirindra Kundu 

Hello, (Mr. Nitin Bagaria- Sir, Please go ahead, you are online) 

Hello Sir (Mr. Nitin Bagaria- Yes, Please go on) 
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Mr. Chairman, Others Board of Directors and Company Secretary, I am J.N. Kundu speaking, Main Hindi 

mein hi bolunga, Mera queries 3-4 hai, Jo aap log jo Covid situation mein, Prime Minister Relief Fund mein 

aap log rupaye diye, lekin kya West Bengal Chief Minister Relief Fund mein rupaya diye ke nahin diye, 

yeh zara bataiye. 

Number 2, ye 1,700 Rupaye ka aaj ka share ka price hai, 5 rupaya Paid-up mein, Small Investor log ko 

thoda problem hota hai, agar 1 rupaya paid-up kar dijiyega toh, yeh 170 rupaye ka price hoga, koi bhi 500 

share le sakta hai ke 1,000 share le sakta hai, usme 10 rupaya farak hoga toh 10,000 isme 10 rupaya farak 

hoga toh 1,000 rupaya aata hai. 

Third one, ye jo Company Secretary Nitin Bagaria ji hai, he is a Good Human Being person, inko mat 

chodiye, dekhiye 4 saal 5 saal mein, 4-5 saal mein do Company Secretary change hua, Secretary change 

mat kariye. Bas, ok Sir, Thank You very much. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Any other questions? So, Thank you Dear Shareholders. 

We have listened to your queries very carefully and we, I particularly and I’m sure my board joins me in 

thanking you for your deep interest and I think your questions tell us you have deep engagement with the 

Company, you have lot of expectations and that is actually very-very encouraging to us all. Some of the 

words that you used and the expressions you had for the employees of the Company, for the Investor 

Relations that the Company has, and the experiences you have in the stores, are very-very heartening and 

these are words of encouragement to us. And in particular, I want to highlight the area that is very-very 

important to us, is the brand of over 100 years and some of you expressed very strong sentiments about 

having being with our brand for multi-generations from your childhood and so and so forth and I can tell 

you that these good words would make a challenge bigger for us to ensure that we change with times and 

as the new generation comes we stay very-very relevant to them.  So thank you so much for all your good 
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words. And I can tell you that they only make challenge bigger to us so that every year we turn to sit with 

you, interact with you, we have very good things to report back.  

I also particularly appreciate the fact that all of you in one voice understood, understand and continue to 

support the Company when there were given the tough situation that we have been through. I think, the fact 

that all of you (unclear speech) to Covid also tells us a(n) unique situation that we have been through and 

we always hope that coming times we will see with the vaccination is increasing, this adversity will atleast 

lessen its adverse impact on the Company. 

With that, I will make an Endeavor to respond to the issues that you have post and if some questions  

remain unanswered, we will screen them once again and endeavor to respond to you, by email  

subsequently as we did last year.  

So, first and foremost the question, let's begin with the issue of Covid.  

Obviously. It's been the most unthought of unimaginable situation that we all been 

through and it has a very, very different high impact on business as on normal human life.  And therefore 

what it does is it teaches us to be resilient, it teaches us to be agile in terms of responsiveness, in terms of 

recalibrating of business model, which is what the Company has done.  

So there is obviously being as you have seen in the financials, they have been very adverse 

effect. Simply because the first time in the lockdown happen, I don't think there was enough knowledge a

bout it.  And unfortunately, the second time the lockdown happened. It had very, very sharp and spite  

wave. Second wave that came and hit human life very adversely.  

So in both waves, we've had adverse effect, but I think that is what has taught us  

how to change, how to recalibrate our business model. And as we covered in 
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our business presentations by all three of us,we have emphasized at Company’s focus 

therefore in covid has changed to product Innovation, to channel Innovation, to increased use of  

technology in terms of going even hyperlocal to make sure that our stores become the pivot around the  

localities where people live and they can be serviced very well and also the Bata on Wheels initiative that 

was taken.  

So going forward, these are things that are driving us 

to make sure our financials in terms of cost commitment remain as flexible as possible. 

And we are trying to see that therefore, there is more focus on franchise model in terms of going into  

institutional and related distribution and e-commerce, of course. And during this year 

we have also successfully launched a new technology platform for our  

ecommerce activity, which gives a different experience. It's a area that has priority. There is a separate  

Group, which is in set up within the Company with very high priority and management focus to drive  

customer access and touch through this channel. And therefore, everything else is being recalibrated  

accordingly to make sure that we come back as soon as possible 

not only to pre 2019 levels, but also come back with growth on that. And that would reflect in the product

Innovation, the strategies that we are pursuing at the moment in different areas cost optimization, etc.  

Just to report back some numbers in terms of the afflictions in the first wave, we had 198 people  

employees of the Company who had suffered from covid infection. Unfortunately, we lost two of our  

colleagues in this last wave that happen in 2021, we had 358 infections and unfortunately, nine of our  

colleagues we lost to this infection.  

As I said during this period, we have refocused on sales through retail outlets, and  
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e-commerce platforms. Using hyper Local Digital channels, like Bata Chat Shop, Bata store 

on wheels and coming out with campaigns, which are related in that context like Kickout 2020 

and ready again collection and sneaker Festival. So basically the entire Focus from the top down has been 

To survive, revive, Revitalize and Thrive strategy across both (unclear speech).  

We are expanding our  

e-commerce footprint, as I mentioned, and rolling out our omni_channel home delivery across 1200 +  

stores at the moment. So these are things that will all show in results as we go forward. 

They are only reflecting and outcomes. And if anything you would like to add,  

(Mr. Gunjan Shah : no, that's good.) 

Yeah, the distribution business and B2B business 

also showing promising growth and that's another area of focus and Bata products are now available  

in 25,000 multibrand outlets. So this is another area of focus where we are trying to drive a reach 

penetrate (unclear speech), reach faster.  

Again, the focus is to penetrate more into tier 3 and Tier 5 (unclear speech) 

cities through franchise route, and we are planning to add another 50 stores in that respective areas.  

Then there was questions about capex, order book, product launch environment, and vaccination.  

Typically in an even year we invest close to (Rs.) 

100 crores in capex, but obviously, in last two years given the circumstances, 

we have taken a very conservative approach for conserving our cash and not putting out additional capex 

other than what we would call as maintenance cash. So our capex was the order of about (Rs.) 20 crore  

during the year, which comprised of manufacturing and non-

manufacturing both because some of the capex goes into stores also.  
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Order book, we believe that as the recovery is 

showing the customer footfalls and thrust in all areas will give us very strong, good order book that will h

elp us to return to pre 19 levels and more.  Product launch, focus is very, very high as the CEO 

had explained in his presentation. We have relevant new products given the changes in the consumer  

tastes and needs. So, all that is being addressed.  

On vaccination of the employee families. Yes, that's pretty much being 

part of the agenda for two plus four is what we do in terms of supporting the families 

also, we understand that just doing employees vaccination is not enough, 

but it has to be across the families. Very high focus from the beginning, 

not just because now we have this big noise about sustainability, Bata has a philosophy, as 

its value puts a lot of emphasis on sustainability. There is in our factories, hundred percent recycling of  

everything, even air which is discharged in the environment is completely recycled and better quality than

 actually that exists outside.   

Similarly, 

we use on recycling paper bags, recycled paper and even we use recycled rubber in the factories and we  

recycle at a hundred percent. Some of these initiatives on recycling are done in collaboration with our  

partners outside as also from Bata Technical University. In terms of cost of Covid, we spent about 25  

million rupees on issues that require 

us additional hygiene and sanitary conditions, sanitisation and mass etc for employees. So we have 

spent that money and I can assure you that we have a very heavy emphasis on this part and there is no  

compromise whatsoever on the employee safety. So we will go to every length and breadth to make sure  

that the support remains. 
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In terms of energy saving, during the question, we are totally aligned to this part, we are continuously 

replacing all the conventional lighting with LEDs and all the equipment, everything that we do we look at 

from the energy, efficiency point of view and then in terms of emissions, I have already explained what we 

do in our factories, and so that’s already a part of the system its nothing like we are going to start now 

because there is (unclear) because our logo our focus has been to reduce, recycle and reuse program in 

addition to zero discharge absolutely and rain harvesting is obviously a part of our system everywhere. 

(Unclear speech) In addition to this, HR initiatives in the Company has been to support to employees and 

their families particularly during the times, when we had spikes, whether its through online doctor 

consultation, there is an institutional tie-ups across the globe and as I explained vaccination drive is there 

and we have taken a very bendable approach in terms of supporting the families of the deceased going upto 

one year of compensation as an additional support to these families. And obviously oxygen concentrators 

which were in short supplies, sanitization under factories, and all of that, so that’s all covered in our 25 

million Rupees expenditure that we incurred during the year. 

The one of the major thing that the Company did was for this safety And during this Covid times is tie up 

with the institutions where all 7000 employees in their families got supported in whatever Company could 

do in terms of medical help, etc, including the emergency help. And I think that's the reason one I satisfied 

that obviously even one life lost is a sad occasion, but I think comparative to what's happening in the world, 

we've been somewhat saved, and now I was asking this question only in the last board meeting. 

That what is the correlation always early days, because Vaccination has just done, but it appears that 

Vaccination has a very positive impact in terms of saving employees from any further (critical illness Mr. 

Gunjan added) infection. 

There was a question asked about Carry bags. This is an issue that cropped up because of the litigation that 

happened, but I think we got the relief from National Forum and in any case, this was an announced price. 
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So we have nothing else to report in this. First quarter results, Mr. Kundu asked, very broadly, although 

these have been published, they are there on our website, they were reported yesterday to SEBI. 

So you can. I can briefly explain that the results for the first quarter were declared yesterday, turnover 

increased by 98% over June 20. We remember that that quarter also was not a good quarter. So we have to 

do comparison, but we were lower by 55% for the March 21 quarter. We reduced losses, however, from 

June 20 to June 21 by 30% and loss for the current quarter is 713 million against loss of 1011 million and 

profit of 294 million for the March 21 quarter. So these are the highlights further details are available on 

the website which you can access. 

With regard to this question, which comes up always on discount coupons, well, we are always happy to 

support this. So like last time there would be and we will continue with the 20% discount scheme. At the 

same time, we have to respect that we are going through tough times and there is an endeavor to cut cost 

wherever we can. And so that is what we are still continuing with the 20% discount for coupon for the 

footwear and 40% discount for the mask. And of course, as we come into the new season, there will be 

different schemes that will come during the festive season.  

With regard to specifics inquired on the Calcutta factory investment Capex, as I said in an even year we 

invest about 100 crores in Capex. Factories were just recently modernized. So during these last two years 

the endeavor has been to conserve cash and about 20 crores was spent this year on all India basis and as 

soon as things become normal, we will resume our Capex spending immediately. 

The question inquire, there is an inquiry about the transfer to the Investor Education and Protection 

Authority Fund with regard to the shares, etc. I want to assure you that Company has made all endeavors 

possible in terms of reaching out the shareholders for these defunct accounts or inactive accounts, both by 

direct mails, direct contexts as also through advertisements and only after exhausting all the options we are 

still left with this amount which has declared the in Annual record accounts also. Obviously, the Company 

doesn't get any joy by doing this and we hope that there are more active shareholders. 
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And fortunately, now that we are moving absolutely to DEMAT world, I think this is an advantage that this 

kind of situation hopefully will not happen in times to come. 

There is a very interesting suggestion that was made about plastic boxes for shoes and also about the CSR 

work for sponsoring an Olympic. Your suggestions have been noted. We will evaluate them. Obviously, it 

all has to fall within the precincts of affordability, product pricing, product costing and also sustainability. 

So within those parameters we will review them and whatever is possible we will do. 

Because currently, as you know on our CSR front, we have very clearly aligned priority in terms of what 

we did by donating two lakh pairs for health workers. And then we have big programs supporting children 

education and I have a feeling that this program is going to continue going forward for some time because 

of this pandemic, but we really appreciate your suggestions. We will look at them appropriately. 

 There was a question about the dividend payout. We want to say one thing that when the board met and 

declare dividend, I think the uppermost consideration in the mind of board was about making sure that the 

small shareholders continue to enjoy the dividend and the payout as you can see, because of inadequacy of 

profits, the dividend has been declared from previous years profits so that's the overall consideration the 

Company has with regard to keeping the shareholder’s interest in mind and particularly the small 

shareholders. 

And as we go forward, things come to normal and as our growth materialized we will obviously review as 

we do always. With regard to capacity utilization, there was a question, how do we allocate, what is the 

capacity utilization in each of our factories? We have currently over 8000 plus design lines in our collection, 

and our manufacturing units has the flexibility to realign based on the demand pattern. So all our plants 

continue to be utilized optimally. And that's the way all the manufacturing plan is done. 

And obviously, there are times as we've been through where the plants are shut. But ignoring those things, 

plants have the flexibility to address whatever capacity requirements are there from the demand prospective.  
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On the issue of R&D, we have, this is an area of big focus for us. Together with BSO support, we continue 

to work on incurred expenditure in our development center. The current year expenditure was (Rs.) 56.95 

million, and we work closely with Bata Tomas Bata University to improve our designs and continue to 

work on development in that direction. 

I've already covered. There was a question again about Capex. We have already covered about (Rs.) 20.5 

crore being the Capex for this year. 

I have also addressed the issue of recycling and the related questions about sustainability because we have 

mentioned about it three four times. There was also a request suggestion made that we should go in for 

splitting the shares from currently Rs. 5 to one to make sure that the market price becomes more affordable 

and larger number can be looked at. We will consider this and depending on all the issues that concern this 

aspect, we would take a decision appropriately and come back to you.  

With regard to the overall number of stores asked for. We have 1526 stores including our franchise currently 

operational. This is after taking into account close to 100 stores that are closed during this year.  

Then this question will ask about competition. Well, competition is intense. 

There is no questions about it. There is both competition from competitors and also from new channels and 

Company is completely ceased of this. I think, we firmly believe competition is good for market growth 

and keeps you on your toes in terms of product innovation, meeting back of the customer demands and 

making sure that you stay relevant in all boxes where you need to tick for reaching the customer. And that 

is I can assure you is the real focus of the Company and that will continue to show and we have made during 

this year, as I mentioned in my speech, fair mode of investment in technology related areas. 

And that is absolutely to do with this aspect only where, for example, the new investments we have made 

in customer service operations for launching a new platform for our e commerce activities all come under 

the same purview and yet we don't want to lose our focus on style, comfort and durable quality, for which 

Bata is known for. Regarding franchise, we opened a total of 64 stores in smaller towns and cities taking 
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total number of franchise stores to 220 and by end of June this has already become 228 to give you the 

exact numbers.  

With regard to recovering some questions we are asked about how many stores are functional. 

 About 90% of the total stores are operational now, but depending on the state and city you are in, there are 

a number of restrictions with regards to timing, weekends, time to close, some closes on very early. So all 

that is happening, but hopefully we know, one hopes that third wave doesn't come and these timing become 

more and more for keeping the stores open for longer periods. We are maintaining the same thing in the 

factories and in the offices in compliance with whatever are the local rules. 

Then there was a mention about (discount being) dividend being very small and 80% dividends. should be 

viewed as I mentioned this year, the board went out of its way to ensure that the dividend is continued 

because it had to draw from the previous year’s profits. But I can assure you that the path that the Company 

is on, the aggression you see Company is maintaining as the time becomes normal, we we come back to 

pre19 plus stage. We are sure I'm sure the board will, if the top line and bottom line permit, we will review 

this particular aspect. So these were broadly the questions asked for, and I have endeavored to summarize 

them in brief. 

But if there are still any issues, please feel free to email us. And as your already praised (Mr.) Nitin Bagaria, 

he'll be too happy and too prompt to ensure that you have efficient service to respond back to the above. 

Thank you. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

So, Ladies & Gentlemen, the agenda items have already been put to vote by remote e-voting and now being 

put for vote electronically during the meeting.  

I would like to inform you that pursuant to the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 and the SEBI (Listing 

Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, the Company has provided remote e-voting 
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facilities to all its Members through NSDL in respect of each of the businesses contained in the Notice 

convening this AGM. Such remote e-voting commenced on Monday, August 9, 2021 at 9:00 A.M. and 

concluded on Wednesday, August 11, 2021 at 5:00 P.M.  

Members present at this AGM, who have not cast their votes through remote e-voting may avail the facility 

of e-voting during this AGM. I request the Company Secretary to share the e-voting details. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: Thank you, Chairman! 

I would like to inform the Shareholders that Mr. Pawan Kumar Sarawagi of M/s. P. Sarawagi & Associates, 

Company Secretaries has been appointed as the Scrutinizer for the purpose of scrutinizing the remote e-

voting as well as e-voting during the AGM. Members present at this AGM, who have not cast their votes 

through remote e-voting may avail the facility of e-voting during this AGM.  

The Results of the e-voting during this AGM along with the Results of the remote e-voting will be 

scrutinized and considered and a consolidated result will be declared subsequently. Request the members 

to kindly refer to the Notice for the same.   

Over to you Chairman Sir. 

Mr. Ashwani Windlass, Chairman, Independent Director: 

Ladies and Gentlemen, this concludes the transaction of businesses mentioned in the AGM Notice.  

I now request the e-voting to take place. Please note that the e-voting can be done for another 15 minutes 

from the conclusion of this meeting.  

Ladies & Gentlemen, this concludes the proceedings of the 88th Annual General Meeting of Bata India 

Limited.  

I thank you all once again and wish you and your family good health and prosperity.  
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I request the Board members may please leave the meeting at their convenience. Thank you all for your 

participation. I request the Company Secretary to allow the members to cast their votes. 

Mr. Nitin Bagaria, Company Secretary: 

Thank you, Chairman, for the smooth conduct of the meeting.  

I propose a vote of thanks to the Chair. 

Thank you! 

---xxx--- 


